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Abstract 
Let (X, : t > 0) be a stochastically continuous, real valued stochastic process with indepen- 
dent homogeneous increments, cadlag paths, Xo = 0. We consider the behaviour, for fixed co as 
h ,L 0, of the increments (X,+ h - X,)/a(h) as a function oft in [0, 1] with Lebesgue measure, at ' )  
belonging to some natural class of functions. 
Generally speaking, it is not possible to find a( ' )  so that almost surely the normalized 
increments have a non-trivial imit in LP([0, 1],)j(0 < p _< ~ ) or pointwise. However it is 
possible to give necessary and sufficient conditions on the process o that for almost every path 
the normalized increments have a non-trivial imit in the sense of weak convergence of 
distributions, for an appropriate choice of a(" ). This extends a previous result for the Wiener 
process. The result holds if one replaces Lebesgue measure on [0, 1] by an absolutely continu- 
ous random measure. 
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1. Introduction and main result 
Let (Hit: t > 0) be a standard Wiener process. Our  starting point is the following 
property of the paths: 
a . s . )~({t : t~[0 ,1 ] , (Wt+h-  W,)/x~<xl)~P(~<x) ash  J, 0 (*) 
for every real x, where 2 denotes Lebesgue measure and ~ is a standard normal 
random variable (see Wschebor  (1992) where some extensions and appl icat ions are 
also given). This paper is devoted to the similar problem for processes with homogene- 
ous independent increments. More precisely our aim is to characterize 
the processes belonging to this class for which there exists a normaliz ing function for 
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the increments so that almost surely the limit analogous to ( , )  exists, and in that case 
to compute that limit. This is done in Theorems I and 2. Theorem 3 extends the 
convergence r sult to the case in which instead of Lebesgue measure we put a (ran- 
dom) Borel signed measure A(dt)= j(t)dt. 
(X, : t > 0) will denote a stochastic process defined on a probability space (I2, A, P), 
with real values and independent increments, Xo = 0. We shall suppose that the 
process has cadlag paths, is homogeneous in the sense that the law of the random 
variable X, +h -- Xt (h > 0) does not depend on t and is continuous in probability (that 
means that for each t X~ converges in probability to X, as s---, t; this excludes the 
existence of fixed discontinuities). On the local properties of these processes a classical 
reference is the survey paper by Taylor (1973) and references therein. 
The L6vy-Khinchin representation for the law of Xt may be written as follows: 
fl; E(e i=x') = exp[itmz-(1/2)ta2z2+t (ei- 'x-1- izg(x))N(dx)] (t > O, zeR),  
(1) 
where m and ~r are real constants, ~>0,9(x )=x l~_l.t l(x)(lc is the indicator 
function of the set C) and N(dx) is a Borel measure on the line, N( [0})= 0, 
N([x:fx > a}) < oc for every positive number a and 
I x z N(dx) < c~. (2) 
xl < I 
We introduce the following notations, for 0 < x < 1: 
IN [(x) = N(x, 1) + N( - 1 , -  x), 
f; G(x) = N(y, 1) dy; G( - x) = N( - 1, y)dy, 
U(x) = ~ y2 N(dy); V(x) = U(x)/x 2. 
JI yl<x 
We use the canonical representation of Xt as a sum of independent processes 
(Guikhman and Skorohod, 1980): 
X,=mt+ W,+f xvt(dx)+f ,  xv,  (dx), (3) 
Ixl -> 1 xl < 1 
where 
- (Wt:t  > 0) is a standard Wiener process. 
- (vt(dx):t _> 0) is the Poisson measure of discontinuities, that is, for every Borel set 
B on the real line, Oq~B, vt(B) = card({s:0 < s < t, Xs - Xs- ~B}), E(vt(B)) = 
tN(B). For {x:lxf > a} ~ B, a > O, vt(B) has a Poisson distribution. Denote 
v*(B) = v,(B) - t N(B). 
[Wt:t > 0], {v,(.): t > 0} are independent. 
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- For a.e. to the first integral in (3) is an ordinary Lebesgue integral (note that a.s. v,(.) 
restricted to {x :lx] > 1} is purely atomic with a finite number of atoms). As for the 
second integral in (3), it is a Wiener integral with respect to the random set function 
v*(') which satisfies 
E {v* (~)} = 0, 
E {v*(B)v*(B') } = tN (B c~ B') 
for B, B' Borel sets on the line, contained in {xzlxl > a}, for some a > 0. 
On the other hand we will consider normalizing functions a: [0, 1] ~ ~+, continu- 
ous, strictly increasing, a(0 +) = 0. 
We denote by (Cp), p a real number, the following set of conditions that will appear 
below: 
For0<x< 1, N(x, 1) = C+ (x)x -p L(x), 
N( -  1, - x) = C- (x )x  -° L(x), 
C+(x)~ c + (xJ, O), 
C- (x )~ c -  (x~O), 
C++C-=I ,  
where L stands for a slowly varying function at 0 +, that is, 
L(xy)/L(x)  ~ 1 as x + 0 for every positive y. 
2 denotes Lebesgue measure on the line.f,~ g as x ~ 0 means f (x ) /g (x )~ 1as x ~ 0. 
The (generalized) inverse of f is defined in this text as 
f - l (x )  = inf {t:f(t) < x} 
for x such that the inf is taken over a non-empty set. 
Theorem 1. There exists a normalizing function a(" ) such that 
a.s. 2 ({t : t6 [0 ,1 ] , (X ,+h- -S t ) /a (h )<x})~2*(x )  ash~,O 
for some Borel probability distribution 2* on the real line not concentrated at a single 
point and every continuity point x of).*, if and only if one of the conditions 1-5 in the first 
column of the Table 1 holds true. 
In that case.for j = 1 ..... 5, a normalizing function aj (.) and ~b ~*. - the logarithm of the 
characteristic function of the limiting distribution - are given in the second and third 
columns in the same table. (See the Note following Table 1,) 
It is obvious that if a(. ) is a normalizing function for which the convergence in the 
statement holds, a function b(-) will also satisfy the result if and only if the limit of 
b(h)/a(h) as h ~ 0 exits and is finite and non-zero. The corresponding limit measure is 
obtained from 2* by means ofa homotecy with scale factor equal to this limit. Modulo 
this observation, the normalizing function and the limit measure are unique. 
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Table 1 
Nee. and surf. conditions Normalizing Log. of the ch. function of the limit 
function distribut. 
1. a>0 h a,'2 
2. a = 0, U slowly varying at zero V a(1/h) 
3. a = O, (Co), 1 <p<2 INl- l(1/h) 
4. a=O,(Cp),O<p< 1, 
fl xN(dx) = m 
xl<l 
5. <r = 0, (Ca), C- = C + plus 5' or 5", 
where 
5'" [flxl<a ,xlN(dx)= oe and 
[m - G(x) + G( - x)]/[xJNl(x)] ~ 
as x J. 0].  
5". I f  I~1<~ IxIN(dx)<*o 
and~xl<a xN(dx) = m and 
i[N(y, 1) - N( - 1, - y)] dy/[x]NlIx)] 





im*z + (e i=~ - 1 - izg(x)INo(dx ) 
m* = (C  - C+)p / Ip  - l )  
No(dx)= plx I P llC+lcx>o~ 
+ C- llx<o~) dx 
Same as case 3 with 
m*=(C -C+)(2 -p) / ( l -p )  
Same as case 3 with m* = - :t 
Nl(dx) = ½1xl- 2dx. 
Note. The normalizing functions a(" ) that appear in Tables 1 and 2 need not to be continuous and strictly 
increasing; our statement means that there exists, in each case, a function ~i(.) continuous and strictly 
increasing such that a(h) ~ 6(h) as h J. 0. 
Theorem 2 (Symmetr ic  case). Suppose that the law of X~ is symmetric, i . e .  m = 0 and 
N(x, + oo) = N( -  co, -x )  for every positive x. 
Then there exists a normalizing function a(. ) such that 
a.s. )+({t : te [0 ,  1],(Xt+h -- X,)/a(h) < x})~ 2*(x)  as h~O 
for some Borel probability distribution 2* v ~ 6o and every continuity point x of 2* if and 
only if one of  the conditions in the first column of Table 2 holds true. The normalizing 
function and the logarithm of the characteristic function of the limiting distribution are 
given respectively in the other two columns. 
Theorem 3. Suppose (Xt :  t _> 0) is as in Theorem 1 (resp. Theorem 2) and for each 
o3, j ( ' )  =f t ' , to )  e L I ( [0 ,  1] ,2) ,  A (dt )  = j ( t )  dt. 
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Table 2 
Nec. and sufl, conditions Normalizing function Log. of the ch. function of the limiting 
distribut. 
1. a >0 h t 2 
2. 0- = 0, U slowly varying 
at zero V ~(1/h) 
3. 0-=0.(C,,),0< p< 2 INj 1(l/h) 
_ 0-2-2:2 
- -  Z2:2 
f + * - -  i :~ l (x})N~, (dv)  (e i=, I , 
No(dx)={p/2)lxl " l d\. 
Then for each one of the conditions in the first column of Table 1 (resp. Table 2) 
one has 
a.s. A ({t : te [O ,  1 ] , (X ,+h-  X,) /a(h)<x})--+ ),*(x) f£ j ( t )d t  as h[O, 
where a( ' )  stands.for the normalizing function in the second column of Table 1 (resp. 
Table 2) and 2*.[br the probability measure with log-characteristic.lunction n the third 
column. 
2. Proofs 
We start with some auxi l iary lemmas. 
Lemma 1 (Feller, 1966, Section VIII.9). Let g be a Junction defined on 10, 1) having 
non-negative real values. 
l [g  is regularly varying at 0 + with exponent p. we have 
(a) !['p < - 1 or p = - 1 and ~1 o g(x)dx = c~, then yg(y)/~ g(x) dx --* - (p + 1) as y ~ 0, 
(b) i['P > - 1 or p -= - 1 and ~og(X) dx < ,~, then Yg(Y)/~o' g(x) dx ---, p + 1 as y ~ O. 
Lemma 2. Suppose that f:(O, 1)-+ ~+,f (O +) = oc is non-increasing and regularly 
varying at 0 + with finite negative exponent -  p; let C he a positive constant. D(fine 
ac(h) = 1"- 1 (C/h). Then 
(a).f(x +) ~ltx  ) as xlO. 
(b) ac(h +) ~ ac(h-) as h ; O. 
(c) There exists a strictly increasing continuous function ac(') defined on a right 
neighbourhood of zero such that ~c(h) ~ ac(h ) as h J, O. 
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Proof, (c) is an immediate consequence of (b). 
To prove (a) take c, c', 0 < c < 1 < c' and 0 < x < 1, x small enough. One has 
f ( c 'x )  < f (x  +_~) < f (cx )  
f ( cx )  - f (x  ) - f (c 'x )"  
The left-hand member tends to (c'/c) p and the right-hand member to (c/c') -p as 
x ~ 0. Since c, c' may be chosen arbitrarily close to 1 the result follows. 
To prove (b) note that the set 
E = {y: f - l (y )  contains an interval that does not reduce to a point} 
is countable and that ac is continuous at any point h such that C/h  q~ E. Denote 
E = (y.:n = 1,2 . . . .  ), 
f -~(y . )=(a , ,b , )  (n=1,2  .... ); 
here the interval (a., b,) may or may not contain its extremes. 
If E is finite (b) is obvious. If not it will follow from 
b,/a,--* 1 as y,T + oo. 
If it were b,k/a,  k > c" > 1 for k = 1, 2 .... with Y.k tending to infinity, then choosing 
c ,c ' so that0<c< 1 < c', cc"/c '  > l, 
1 < f (cb .k)  <f (cc"a ,~)  -~ (cc,,/c,)_ p < 1. 
- f ( c '  a,k) - .f(c'a,~) 
This proves (b). 
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2 
We prove Theorem 1. Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1 as a special case. 
For given a(.)  and each co, let us denote by 
~oh(z) = e izx p,(dx) = exp[iz(X,+, - X,) /a(h)]  dt 
the characteristic function of the measure p, defined by 
ph(B) = 2({t:(X,+h -- X, ) /a (h )e  B, t e [0, 1]}), B a Borel set on the line. 
Suppose that for a.e. ~o, 
~0,(z) ~ ~o*(z) as h + 0 (4) 
for all z E ~, where q~* is the characteristic function of a Borel probability measure on 
the line. 
We want to describe the conditions on the parameters m, g, N of the given process 
and the function a( ' )  under which (4) holds true and compute the limit measure. 
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Since ~0h(Z) is uniformly bounded by 1, (4) implies that 
E(~oh(z)) = E(exp[izXh/a(h)])---) E(q)*(z)) as h J, 0. 
Hence E(q)*(z)) is the characteristic function of the weak limit of the probability 
distribution of Xn/a(h) as h J, 0. Since we have a description of the latter we shall be 
able to deduce necessary conditions on m, tr, N to have this convergence. 
Conversely, we shall prove that in each one of the cases enumerated in Table 1 we 
have the a.s. convergence stated in the Theorem. 
Necessary conditions 
Suppose that a > 0. With the notations introduced in Section 1, one easily verifies 
(integration by parts): 
G(x) dx = (1/2) xZN(dx) < oo (5) 
1 x J< l  
so that G~ L 1 ( ( -  1, 1),2) and 
i (e'ZX-l- izx)N(dx)= -zZft  e'~G(x) =,<1 (6) 
Replacing in (1) we get 
E(tpn(Z)) = expFimzh/a(h) -(1/2)trZzZh/(a(h)) 2 + h ~ [e i=x/"'h' - 1] N(dx) 
k JI xl>__l 
- z2h/(a(h))2 i x,<l  eiZX/a(h' G(x) dx l '  (7) 
As h ~ 0 the third term in the exponent of the right-hand member of (7) tends to zero 
and the integral in the fourth term also, the last one because of the Riemann-Lebesgue 
lemma. It follows that the existence of a limit that does not reduce to a unit atom is 
equivalent o the convergence of h/(a(h)) 2 to a finite non-zero limit as h ~ 0. The 
resulting value of OT is plain. 
Suppose now that tr = 0. The same argument above shows that to have convergence 
to a probability distribution ot concentrated at a point, it is necessary that h/(a(h)) 2
tends to infinity as h J, 0. 
Introduce the Borel measure  Nh on [~ defined for h > 0 by 
Nh(dx) = h N(a(h) dx). 
For a(h) < 1 - that we may assume - changing variables in (1) gives 
E(q~h(Z))=exp[ilm--fa,h~<_l~l<lxN(dx)lzh/a(h) 
+ f~ (ei~X- 1-izg(x))Nh(dX)].  (8) 
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Introduce also the locally bounded Borel measure Mh defined by (h > 0) 
Mh(dX) = X2Nh(dX). 
Then (see for example Koroliuk, 1981) E(q~h(Z)) has a continuous limit as h + 0 if and 
only if there exists a real constant ~ and a locally bounded Borel measure M*, 
~lxl>_l x-2M*(dx) < oo such that 
(a) Im-fo,,¿ <_,x,<, 
(b) Mn((a, b ] )~ M*((a, h]) (h ,L O) for every pair a, b, a < b, of continuity points of 
M*. 
(c) For every e > 0 there exists b > 0 so that 
Nh( ( -- b, b) c) = fllxl2b Nn(dx) < a 
In that case, the limit is 
for all h > 0. 
exp i~ z + (e i-~ - ! - izg(x))N*(dx) - (1/2) z2M*(~Oj) , 
where we have put 
1¢~. ~ ol M*(dx) = x2N*(dx). 
(b) and (c) imply that as h + 0: 
Nh((x, + oo))~ N*((x, + oo)) 
(resp.) Nh((--  oo , - -x ) )~N*( ( -  oo , - -x ) )  
(9) 
(9') 
for x > 0 continuity point of N* (resp. - x continuity point of N*). 
Note that in (9) one can replace Nh((x, + oc))=hN((a(h)x,+ oo)) by 
hN((a(h)x, 1)) since N([ I ,  + oo )) is finite. The same for (9'). 
We divide the remaining of the proof of the necessary conditions into two parts as 
follows: 
1. N* :~ 0. We prove that M*({0}) = 0 and that in each case (Cp) and the remaining 
conditions hold true. 
If. N* = 0, M*([0~) -¢ 0 that corresponds to case 2 in the statement of the Theorem. 
Part I. Suppose N*(xo, + oo) > O for some Xo > 0. It follows from (9) (Feller, 1966, 
Section VIII.8, Lemma 1) that the function N(x, 1) is regularly varying at 0 + and can 
be written as 
N(x , l ) -=x  PL+(x) (O<x< 1) (10) 
for some finite constant p and L + a function varying slowly at 0 +. Moreover, 
N*(x, +~)=D+x-p  (x>O) .  (11) 
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SinceN*(x, + oc )+0asxT  + ~ it follows thatp>0.  Also, the fact that 
ll=>olM.(dx) = ll~>o~D+ px-P+ 1 dx 
is locally bounded implies that p < 2. 
Lemma 2(a) implies N(x +, 1) ~ N(x- ,  1) as xj, 0. Denoting a+(h) 
= IN ( . , l ) ] - l (D+/h) ,  0 < h < 1, Lemma 2(b) implies 
a+(h+)~a+(h- )  as h,~0. 
On the other hand, the normalizing function a(- for which (9) holds true satisfies 
a(h)~a+(h)  ash,L0. (12) 
in fact, if h, ~ 0, a(h,)/a+(h,) > c > 1 for n = 1, 2 . . . .  
1 h.N(a(h.), 1) h,N(ca+(h,), 1) 
D+ Nh,,(l, + ,~) ~ h,N(a+(h,) ' 1) -< h,N(a+(h,), 1) ~ (c)-" < I, 
which is not possible since the left-hand member tends to 1. A similar argument shows 
that one cannot have h,$O, a(h,)/a+(h,) < c< 1 for n = 1, 2 .... This proves (12). 
l./N*( - oz, Xo) > O for some Xo < 0 we proceed in a similar way and rescaling the 
normalizing function a(.) we get the necessity of (Co), with C -, C + > 0. 
I / 'N*(xo, + ~)  > O.for some Xo > 0 and N*( -- 3c, x) = O,/or every x < 0 we have 
hN( - o~, - a(h)) 
--*0 as h,~0, 
hN(a(hk + oc ) 
which on account of the properties of a(-) implies N( - ~ ,  - x)/N(x, + :z ) --, 0 as 
x + 0 and (C,) holds with C-  = 0 and appropriate rescaling. 
So we have proved that !f N* is nonzero the convergences (b), (c) imply together (C,). 
Furthermore (Co) implies M*( I0} ) = 0. In fact, for r, > 0, integrating by parts 
f x2Nh(dx) = - ~2h[N(e,a(h), + ,~) + N( -  - ~:a(h))] 
+ 2h x[N(xa(h),  + oc) + N( -  ~:, - xa(h))] dx. (13) 
As h~0 the first term in (13) tends to - ~:Z[N*(a, + oc) + N*( -  ~ ,  - r,)] = 
- ( const . )  s 2 -p .  As  for the second term write 
biN ](xa(h) = h IN [(a(h)) L(xa(h) ) x -  o 
L(a(h)) 
and use the fact that 
L(xy) 
- -  < (const.) x " 
L(y) 
for every x, y in (0, 1), where q is any positive number and the constant depends on ~1. 
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Since h [Nt(a(h)) is bounded, substituting into (13) we obtain the bound 
m*({O}) < limh~o [" xZNh(dx) < (cte)e2-p-. 
JJ 
M*({O}) = 0 follows from the choice q < 2 - p and the fact that e, > 0 is arbitrary. 
We must still take into account condition (a). 
Consider first case 3., that is 1 < p < 2. Then h/a(h) ~ 0 as h $ 0. We have 
[h/a(h)] ~ xN(dx) = h N(a(h), 1) - hN( - 1, - a(h)) 
J~ (h )<[x[< 1 
+ [h/a(h)] ~ [N(x, 1) - N( - l, - x)] dx 
J .  (h)_<x< 1 
(14) 
Since [NI( ' )  is of regular variation at 0 + with exponent -p ,  
N(x, l)/[N[(x)--, C + and N( - 1, - x)/[N[(x)--* C- as x,L0, 
the last term in (14) is equivalent o 
fa [N(x, 1) - N( -1 ,  - x)]dx/[a(h)[N[(a(h))] 
(h)_<x < 1 
~(C +-C- ) / (p -  1) ash~,0,  
applying Lemma 1. Replacing in (14) we get m* in case 3. 
In case 4, we have 0 < p < 1 so that 
fl I x lN(dx)< oo and h/a(h)~ + oc ash~0.  
x[<l  
It follows that Slxl<l xN(dx)= m is necessary for (a) to be satisfied. In case this 
condition holds, 
[h/a(h)][m-fa(h,~,xl<,XN(dx) ] 
= [h/a(h)] ~ x S(dx)  
dl x [ < a(h) 
= -hN(a(h), I) + hN(-1, -a(h))  
+ [h/a(h)] ~ [N(x, 1) - N( -1 , -x ) ]  dx. (15) 
30 <x<a(h)  
A similar computat ion to the one in case 3 permits to obtain the value of m* in 
case 4. 
Suppose now that p = 1 and ~lxl< ~ Ixl N(dx) = oc. In this case condition (a) is not 
automatical ly satisfied. However the same argument of case 3 shows that (a) holds 
true if and only if condition 5' is true. 
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I fp  = 1 and ~lx[<l IxlN(dx)< oc we proceed as in case 4. 
Part II, Suppose that N* = 0, M*({0}) 4: 0. This means that for every 0 > 0, 
fl xZNh(dX) = h[a(h) -2] U(Oa(h))~ C 4:0 as h$O (16) 
xl<_O 
h N(xa(h), 1) --* 0, h N( - 1, - xa(h)) ~ 0 as h ,L 0 for every x > 0. (I 7) 
It follows from (16) and the continuity of the function a(-)  that the function U(-) is 
slowly varying at 0 ÷, since one can find a sequence h, ~ 0 such that 
h.+l [a(h.+l)-2]/h. [a(h.) -2]  ~ 1 
and apply Lemma 2 of Feller (1966, Section VIII.8). 
Consider now the function a2(') defined in the statement of the theorem. We prove 
that there exists another function a( ' ) ,  continuous and strictly increasing, a(0 +) = 0, 
a2(h) ~ a(h) as h ~, 0 and with this normalizing function (16) and (17) hold true as well 
as condition (a) with the limit value ~ - 0. 
It is obvious that the function a2(h) = V-1(l/h) = inf {t: V(t) < 1/h} is monotone 
increasing for h > 0; also h V(a2(h)) _< 1 since V is right continuous. 
Moreover h V(az(h)) ~ 1 as h + 0. If this were not the case we would be able to find 
a sequence h, $ 0 and a constant c < I so that h, V(az(h.)) _< c < 1 for n = 1, 2 ... .  
Choose d < 1 such that c/d 2 < 1. Then 
1 < h, V(da2(h,)) = h,V(a2(h,)) U(da2(h.)) U(daz(h.)) 
dZU(a2(hn))G(c/d2) U(a2(h.)) ' 
which is not possible because U varies slowly at 0 +. 
The existence of a strictly increasing continuous a(-)  equivalent o a2(' ) at 0 + is 
proved by arguments analogous to those used to prove Lemma 2. 
We will prove that the limit of the expression 
xN(dx) (18) (h/a(h)) 
(h)<x< 1 
is equal to zero. 
It is easy to verify that h/a(h) ~ 0 as h $ 0 with the normalizing function above. 
Set for x > 0: 
U+ (x) = fo y2N(dy)" 
<y~x 
We have 
(h/a(h)) t xN(dx) = (h/a(h)) ~ x- 'U + (dx) 
Ja(h)<_x'< ! ,,la(h)<_x< 1
= (h/a(h))U+ (l -) - (h/(a(h))2)[U+ (a(h)) - a(h) ~a(h)<_x< l X-2U+ (x) dx]  (19) 
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On the right-hand side of (19) the first term tends to zero as h ~ 0. For the second 
term, put r = a(h)~ O. We have the following inequalities: 
TO+('t') ~> U+(T)-- Tfr_<x<lX-2U+(x)dx' 
= -- 1" fr_<x< 1 X 2[U+(x) -- U+(I") "] dx + rU+(z) 
-- T fr<x< 1 
= -- T ft<<.x< 1
x-2[U(x)- U(T)] dx + TU+(z) 
x-2U(x)dx  + (I -- T)U(T) + zU+(r). 
Divide everywhere by U(r), note that U+(z)/U(r) is bounded by 1 and that the 
function U(x)/x 2 varies regularly at 0 +, and apply Lemma 1 to obtain 
[U+(T) - -T f r  ~x<l x-2U+(x) dx]/U(z)~Oasr+O" 
The equivalence (h/(a(h))z)U(a(h)) ~ 1 (h ,~ 0) permits to conclude that the limit in 
the expression (18) is equal to zero. 
The same holds for 
(h/a(h)) f xN(dx). 
- 1 <x<_  -a (h)  
This computation shows that condition (a) holds true with ~ = 0. 
Also, 
hN([a(h), 1)) < (h/a(h)) f. xN(dx) ~ 0 as h,~ 0 
(hi<x< 1 
and similarly for h N(( - 1, - a(h)]). This together with (16) implies (17). 
Before passing to the sufficiency of the conditions to have a.s. convergence note that 
the above calculations how that each one of the conditions 1 ..... 5 is sufficient for 
E(~Oh(Z)) to have a limit for each real z, this limit being the characteristic function of the 
infinitely divisible probability distribution on the line given in the statement. 
Sufficiency 
Assume that one of the conditions on the triple m, a, N in the statement is satisfied 
and take for a( ' )  the corresponding normalizing function. We shall prove that almost 
surely 
q3h(z) ~ E(~o*(z)) for every z ~ [~ as h $ 0. 
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Compute for each z e ~: 
E(I(Ph(Z)-- E(q0h(Z))[2) = f l  f l  [E{exp[ i z (X ,+h-  Xt -  X~+h + X~)/a(h)] 
-]E(q~h(z))] 2] dsdt  
= ~ I 1 [E{exp[ i z (X ,+h-  X , -  Xs+h+ X~)/a(h)] 
3o Jo 
- IE(cpn(z))12]l{it_~l<a~ ds dt _< 4h. 
Using the Borel-Cantelli lemma it follows that on the sequence 
h,.= 1/v ~ (v= 1,2 . . . .  ), a>l  
we have for each z • ~: 
a.s. ~oh,.(z) ~ E(q)*(z)) as h ~ 0, 
because E(q)h(z))--* E(~o*(z)) as h ; 0, the limit being the characteristic function in 
Theorem 1 in each one of the cases therein. Using Fubini's Theorem for almost every 
co we get ~0h~(z) ~ E(~o*(z)) for 2-almost every z e N. A standard modification of the 
Cr/~mer L6vy Theorem permits to deduce that the convergence takes place for all 
zeR .  
Write the representation (3) of our process as 
Xt = X~'}+ XI2~+ X13>+ X~ 4~. (20) 
Note first that we can neglect he term X131 to study the asymptotic behaviour of 
the image of Lebesgue measure on (0, 1) by the function (Xt+h - Xt)/a(h). In fact, 
Xf 3~ is a cadlag step function with a finite number of steps. So, for almost every co, 
excepting a finite number of random t-values, ,v~3~t+h - X131 = 0 if h is small enough 
and for any function a( ' )  w,,tv~3)~+h - X~3))/a(h) ~ 0 as h + 0 for 2-almost every t. 
Consider case 1: a > 0. We know that for a.e. co (X .+h,, - X.)/(K,) 1/2 converges in 
distribution to the normal law with variance a2 and want to prove that the same holds 
true for (X.+h - X.) /h  1/2. 
Let h < 1 and choose hv = h~.(h) so that h,,+l _< h < h,,. It is clear that as h{0  
h/h,,-~ 1 and we want to estimate the difference (X. + h - X. +h,)/(h~.) 1/2. 
It is obvious that 
(X t + _ Xillt +n~,~/ Wth~,p~l/z = m(h - h,3/(h,,) 1/2 ~ O. (21) 
As for XI z~ for almost every co we use the standard H61der bound for the paths of 
the Wiener process and obtain, for q > 0 and a constant depending on co and q: 
SUph,+.<h<h,~Zxt+ - -  X~2Jhv)/(hv)l/2 _< (const.)lh,. - h,.+ 11 tl -qJ/2/(h,)l/2. . 
The right-hand side tends to zero if we have chosen q < 1/(a + 1). We now turn to 
the fourth term in (20). We shall see that almost surely (X (4~- v<,, w~a x~/2 tends to t+h -- xx t+hvI/Ijt,v? 
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zero in measure (that is in the measure space ([0, 1], 2)). For that purpose take 
0 < q < I; we have the inequalities: 
P (~t+~- -  dt > _< 2 "(1-") E (X~4)2-, - XI41) 2 dt 
= 2.(1-7)+ 1 E x v*- .  (dx 
xl<l 
= 2.(1-7)+ 1 - .  ~ x 2 N(dx) 
JI xl<l 
= (const.) 2-  "~ 
The Borel-Cantell i  lemma implies that almost surely 
f~(X~4+)2-n X~4)) 2 dt 2 -"(1 -, I  (22) _< (const.) 
for all n = 1, 2, .... the constant depending upon to and q. For 2-("+ 1) < h < 2-"  write 
oo h = )~k=,+l Ok 2-k' Ok = 0 or 1. 
oo Ifzm = ~a=,,+ 10k2-k, m = n, n + 1, ..., since X~ 4) is right continuous and bounded, 
we get 
f~ y(4)_X,4,ldt < ~ f~ ~.(4) ~.(4) dt ~'x t+h - - l '~ t+~:k -1  - -  A t+~k 
k=n+l  
k=n+l  k=n+l  
< (const.) 2 -("+ 1)(1-7)/2 < (const.) h"-7)/2 (23) 
Almost surely, (23) holds true for all h, 0 < h < 1, the constant depending on to, q. 
So, for a.e. to: 
f l y (4 )  i/(hv)l/2 dt < h I (1 - 7)/2/(h,)1/2 (const.)lh, xx  t+h ~ 
_< (const.)l h~ - hv+ 11 (1 - t t ) /2/ (hv) l /2 ' 
which tends to zero if we have chosen t /<  1/(a + 1). This finishes the proof  in case 1. 
In cases 2 and 3 these calculations are essentially sufficient. In fact, the almost sure 
inequality (23) implies that a.s. for hv+ l < h < hv: 
f~ y(4) (4) (24) -- Xt+hvJ/a(hv) dt < (const.) [1/v (a+ 1)(1 -,o/2]/[1/vaOl+ l/p)] ~,x t+h 
for every positive q. In case 2 this holds with p = 2. If a > 1 has been chosen so that 
2a < p(a + 1) and r/is small enough the right-hand member of (24) tends to zero. The 
remaining is equally simple. 
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We consider now case 4 so that 0 < p < 1. Choose p', p < p' < 1. Further require- 
ments on p' will be given later on. Decomposit ion (20) may be rewritten as 
X.=[m-f,.,<, xN(dx) ] t+X,3)+f l  x[<l xvt(dx) 
the first term being equal to zero. Denote YI 4) = ~lxl< 1 x v,(dx). 
We have 
[V(4),t+h_ Y l4) lP '<[Y~( lXr -Xr - l ' t<z<t+h,  0 < -  __ IX~-X , - [  < 1)] p' 
<_ Z(IX~-X/IP' :t  < r < t + h,O < IX~-X~-I < 1) 
< ~ Ix f [vt+h(dx) - vt(dx)]. (25) 
31 x l< l  
The second inequality is simply ()o 
k=l  k = , 
valid for ak > 0 (k = 1,2 .... ), 0 < p' < 1. Integrating and taking expectations in (25) 
we get 
E(f  _,+.v,., _ y,4)lO' dt) < h f 1 -  xt<~ [xlP'N(dx)=(c°nst')h (26) 
since p' > p. 
Applying (26) for h = 2-" (n = 1,2, ...) and the Borel-Cantelli lemma we get for 
every 0, 0 < 0 < 1, a.s. 
f~[ V(4) y~4) lp' dt 2-"(1 - 0) for < (const.) n 1, 2, (27) l t+2-n  - -  - -  = . . .  
the constant depending on 0 and co. We choose p', a > 1, y > 0, 0 > 0 so that 
p<p'< 1; a/(a+ 1)<Tp<yp '< 1; 1 -0 -7p '>0 (28) 
From (27) we get, a.s. 
2({t: te  [0, 1], I v(4)`t+2-- -  YI 4)1 __> 2-"r}) _< (const.) 2 -"(1 -o)+,rp' 
Note that for h > h': 
2({t:te[O, 1],l v('~-,+h - -,+bY(4) >a})<h, +2({t:te[O, _ t+h-h'-- Y~4)I ->a}). 
Almost surely we have for all h, 0 < h < l, 2 -("+ 1) < h < 2-"  reasoning in the same 
way as we did to obtain (23) 
< ~ [2 ({t : te  [O, 1], ,~(4~ ~ - " ,+z -  - -  r I4 ) l  >2-ke})+2-k ]  
k=n+l  
_< ~ [2-k(1-0-~p') + 2-k] 
k=n+l  
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that implies that a.s. for all h, 0 < h < 1 
2({t:t e [0, 1], I Vt41-,+h - YI4~[ > (const.) h~}) < (const.) h ~'*, 
where 7" is a positive constant. Hence, almost surely 
2({t:t e [0, 1],l i,+.vt4) _ yl4+)h~ I/a(hv) > (const.)lh,. - h,.+ 11;'/a(h,.)}) 
< (const.)lh~ - hv + 1 I'e + h~ + 1. 
To complete the proof in this case it suffices to verify that the choice of the constants 
and the fact that for every r /> 0 one has a(h) > (const.) h "+ 1/p imply 
Ih~ - h~+ l l~'/a(h~) ~ O. 
It remains to consider case 5: p = 1. We have the bound 
~,,+h let = E(Ix~41I) < E xv~ (dx) 
_<lx[<l 
+E( fx l<hXv*(dx) ) .  (29) 
In the right-hand member of (29) the first term is bounded by 
2h~h~l~,l< a IxlN(dx) < (const) h a -0 for any 0 > 0, the constant depending on 0. As for 
the second term it is bounded by 
[E{  i~.<hxv,(dx,  2}] , /2=[hf~1< x2N(dx)j]l/2 -<(const.)h ' - °  
for any 0 > 0, the constant again depending on 0. 
Repeating the procedure we employed in case 1 and taking into account that 
a(h) > (const.) h a +" for every q > 0, the constant depending on t/, it follows that for 
almost every ~0 
f f  v(4) (const.) ih~+ 1 _ ..t+h_~,+hv]dt/a(h~)<x.-~4~ -h~ll-°/h~+~(h~+l <h<hd (30) 
the constant depending on a~,0 and ~/. Choosing the constants so that 
(a + 1)(1 - 0) > a(1 + r/) the right-hand member of(30) tends to zero. The behaviour 
of the remaining terms is plain. 
Proof of Theorem 3. 
For each h, the Fourier transform of the image measure of A by the function 
t --+ (X,+h -- X,)/a(h) 
is given by 
fdexp  [iz(X, + h -- X,)/a(h)] j(t) dt. 
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On the other hand, replacing [0, 1] by a fixed interval Is, t], 0 < s _< t < 1 the same 
proof of Theorem 1 shows that 
f lexp[iz(X,+h -- X,)/a(h)]dt--*(t - s} Eiq0~ *(,)~- ~ as h i0 ,  (31) a.s. 
where E ~tcp*(z) I is the same as in Theorem 1. It follows that (311 holds true for every 
pair of rationals , t, 0 < s < t < 1 simultaneously and by a density argument for every 
pair .4, t, 0 < s < t _< 1 simultaneously. 
This means that the statement of Theorem 3 holds true for functions j(. ) that are 
indicator functions of intervals hence for finite linear combinations of indicator 
functions. A standard approximation of j ( - ) in  L~([0, 1], )d by such functions finishes 
the proof. 
3. Some examples 
(A) An example of case 2 where we have a Gaussian limit from a process with 
independent increments and vanishing Gaussian part is obtained by putting 
m = ~r = 0, N symmetric and for x > O, N(x, + 3c)= (x log x) -2 1,0 <,.< ?. One 
verifies that U( ' )  is slowly varying at zero, 
U(x) ~ 2/log(1/x) (x,LO) and hN(a(h), 1) ~ [21og(1/a(h))] i (h~,O). 
(B) If the law of X~ is stable with exponent p (parameters m, a = 0, N = Np, 
0 < p < 2) Theorem 1 holds if 1 < p < 2 but if 0 < p < 1 further necessary and 
sufficient conditions must be added as in the statement of Theorem 1. 
(C) One type of difficulties that can arise in non-symmetric cases is illustrated by 
the following simple example: 
Take m :A 0, a = 0, N symmetric, 
N(x ,+,~l=(x l logx l )  ~ 1,0<,.<~ I. 
Check that 
(1) hN(xh, l )+O ash,L0. 
(2)(l/h)U(Oh)~(2/h) (] logxl) ldx - - '0  as h~0. 
This shows that putting a(h) = h we get M* = 0. So the limit measure 2* is the unit 
atom at point m. In Theorem 1 we have excluded these limits. 
In the foregoing example the conditions in case 5' are satisfied if m = 0 with ~ = 0 
and a(h)= [N1-1 (1/ht as normalizing function. The limiting measure is symmetric 
stable with exponent 1. 
Modify the example by putting N( - 3c ,x) = 0 for x < 0 and preserving the same 
measure N on x >0.  If we take a(h)= h we again get M* =0,  but 
in -  ~h_<lxl<l xN(dx) tends to -o - , ,  so that the normalization a(h)= h does not 
work any more. 
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On the other hand Theorem 1 (case 5) shows that if we use a normalization that 
makes N* -¢ 0 again there is no limit, since C -  ~ C +. However for 
a(h) = h log log(l/h) (32) 
it is easily seen that h N(a(h), 1) ~ 0 
h(a(h) - 2 1 x2 N (dx) ~ 0 
,)O<x <_ Oa(h) 
and 
as h~,0, 
as h,l, 0 for every 0 > 0 
Im-f,,thl<_x<lXN(dx)] h/a(h) 
has a non-zero finite limit as h ~, 0. This shows that with the normalization (32) we get 
a limit that reduces to an atom at a point different from zero. 
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